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China Insight: Onshore RMB Bonds Will See USD7.53bn Monthly Passive 
Inflows From April - by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10-11

2019 marks an inflection point for China's bond index inclusion, as
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate confirmed to start including China
from April.

US/EU 10YR SPREAD – Resuming Broader Widening For 264 Then 271
- by Ed Blake, p13
Awaits a clearance of the 260-264 resistance zone target 271 then the 279
record high. Stop under 248 and consider reversing on a return below 240.

EUR/NOK – Sell-Off From December’s 10.0581 Peak Losing Momentum
- by Andrew Dowdell, p14
A return higher and re-test of 10.0581 is favoured in due course. Below
9.6481/9.6339 threatens further congestion/deeper setback.

Baltic Dry Index – New 32-Month Lows And Risk to 455/392
- by Ed Blake, p15
Sell into any near-term corrective gains in anticipation of a downtrend
extension targeting 455/392. Stop above recent 18-mth top trigger at 948.

Risk Assets Respond to Trade Talk, Bund Yields Not so Much
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p3-4

The least surprising action in the last week is the way in which risk assets
continue to be buffeted by positive/negative US-China trade talks progress.

The EUR Week – Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p5-6
Expected Eur/Usd trading range is 1.1220/1.1.1350. On balance, we think
lower still, but are not betting on a range break any time soon given the
broader Dollar's outlook is so cloudy also.

Is This The Return of The EM Goldilocks Story?
- by Christopher Shiells, p7-8
It has been well documented that 2019 so far has seen a return of flows into
Emerging Markets, fuelled by the Fed's dovish pivot and cheap valuations,
after the 2018 sell-off.

Know The Flows: Europe Funds Suffer in Mid-February as Concerns Mount
- by Cameron Brandt, p9
Brexit? Six weeks to the current deadline. EU parliamentary elections? There
is speculation that populist candidates could win a third of the available
seats during the election in late May.
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The least surprising action in the last week is the way in which risk assets
continue to be buffeted by positive/negative US-China trade talks
progress. Reports indicate that talks will continue in Washington this
week. As yet, there is no confirmation that President Trump will delay
the imposition of tariffs past March 1.

During the bouts of trade induced ‘risk-on’ this year, noticeable is the
lack of yield upside from Bunds. Indeed, it seems bund yields are far
more sensitive to risk-off than risk-on, certainly when compared to their
US counterpart. This a reflection of the now deeply embedded concerns
regarding economic growth.

The shocking December US retail sales outturn has caused both the US
and Major Economies CITI Surprise indices to fall off a cliff. Z-scores
aren’t pretty either.

There is a school of thought that the retail numbers are likely to be
revised up. Further, some are prepared to see through the data and
concentrate on January’s figures due in two weeks. To this end, UBS’
Paul Donovan notes,

‘US retailer employment in January was the second strongest since 1990
– odd behavior if retail sales had collapsed in January. Other retail
surveys showed record highs.’

continued page 4

Risk Assets Respond to Trade Talk, Bund Yields Not so Much
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
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Meanwhile, the Fed’s balance sheet is now front and centre in the FOMC
policy debate. At least 3 Committee members, Mester, Bostic and
Brainard, have spoken about this in the last week (HERE is something we
wrote about this). Kaplan has noted that this topic was debated at the
January FOMC, the minutes to which are due (Wednesday), which
suggest the ‘auto-pilot’ of last year has given way to what Powell
described as ‘flexible’. The minutes then, should offer clues as to
progress on this, possibly even an idea as to when the Fed will be able to
notify the markets as to what the ideal level of reserves should be, which
is the critical issue in all this.

This week also brings Mester (Tuesday), Bullard (Wednesday), Bostic
(Thursday), Clarida, Quarles (Friday) and a Fed policy forum (Friday)
where Williams, Bullard, Harker, Daly and Potter all speak. Topics are
the balance sheet, inflation and quantitative tools. Note Powell testifies
to Congress the week after. However, despite all the ‘normalisation’
talk, ADMISI point out that a look at the Fed’s balance sheet shows,

‘just how modest in proportionate terms the reduction has been, again
begging the question whether G3 central banks will be able to escape the
shackles of their post-GFC unconventional monetary policy measures.’

Risk Assets Respond to Trade Talk, Bund Yields Not so Much - cont’d
Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead, the full text can be accessed HERE

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1463148
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/121864/IGM_Weekly_-_15_February_2019.pdf


Expected Eur/Usd trading range is 1.1220/1.1.1350

On balance, we think lower still, but are not betting on a range break any
time soon given the broader Dollar's outlook is so cloudy also.

How might we see those downside levels over coming sessions?

Well, ECB speak will be a big focus following ECB Coeure's less than
supportive assessment Fri, i.e. a new round of cheap multi-year loans to
banks possible, recent economic slowdown more pronounced than
earlier expected, suggesting the inflation path will also be more shallow
too.

If ECB minutes Thu and the likes of Costa, Praet and Draghi intimate a
similar view that could well help push the Euro towards target.

Data could impact too, with potentially key releases of states' and EZ
flash PMIs and EZ CPI Fri.

The former and the COMPOSITE is expected to come in slightly better
at 51.1 in Feb vs the 51.0 the month previous and the series low.
Bloomberg poll extremes are 50.3 and 51.9.

RISK - Trump and the possibility of threats/action on car tariffs against
the EZ. Also Fri, does Fitch raise the ante further and move from a
negative outlook to downgrading Italy (to BBB?). There look few obvious
Euro props this week outside of potential broad Usd losses.

• Starts the week hovering just above last Nov's 2018 low at 1.1216

• However, the current move down from 1.1514 (31 Jan) looks
stretched and any break would be viewed with caution, potentially
only extending as far as the 61.8% retracement of the 2017-18 rally
(1.0341-1.2555) at 1.1187

• Clearance of 1.1406/10 would suggest basing/longer corrective
phase, re-opening the 1.1514/70 prior highs initially

continued page 6

The EUR Week – Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman, IGM Head of G10 FX
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It has been well documented that 2019 so far has seen a return of flows
into Emerging Markets, fuelled by the Fed's dovish pivot and cheap
valuations, after the 2018 sell-off. This has led to a revival of the EM
carry trade amid falling yields in developed markets once again leading
to a market awash with negative yielding bonds, pushing investors into
Emerging Markets in the return of 'hunt for yield' flows. This has been
reflected in Bloomberg Barclays Index of Negative Yielding Debt, which is
at its highest since December 2017, (see dashboard on next page).

The difference between now and then

Back in 2017 the hunt for yield saw flows driven into EM and carry trades
perform well, but then the backdrop was strong global growth and low
volatility, as demonstrated by the VIX bumping along the 10 level (see
dashboard). EPFR data shows that net flows into EM bond funds was
strong throughout all of 2017 and only started to weaken in early 2018,
with the capitulation to net outflows taking place from April 2018.

This inflow of funds and hunt for yield persuaded previously frozen out
risky sovereigns to test the water of international bond issuance, with
some surprising results. Single B rated credits, (the likes of Tajikistan,
Ukraine, Belarus, Lebanon, Kenya for example) all flooded to market to
raise USD funds, with most opting for 10-12yr paper at yields between
6.50-7.50%.

This time the EPFR fund flows data shows EM bond funds are back in
fashion, with five weeks of straight net inflows from early January. Once
again this had led to a flurry (albeit smaller) of Eurobond issuance from
risky sovereigns. Serial defaulter Ecuador managed to sell USD1bn in
new bonds even as the government was in talks for IMF funds, although
note it had to pay 10.75% for its 10yr paper. The emergence of
Uzbekistan, encouraged by risk-on markets, is also seen as symptomatic
of the current conditions. It also raised USD1bn via a dual tranche 5yr
and 10yr deal, which priced at 4.75% and 5.375%, respectively, although
note Uzbekistan is higher rated at BB.

The data and credit conditions suggest that this rally in EM bonds can
continue in 2019, but how far?

This time, global growth is slowing, and volatility has been rising (well off
recent peaks but above the prolonged period of 10 level seen in 2017).
The Fund Flows picture suggests that investors are being more cautious,
with flows into bond funds primarily caused by a jump into hard-
currency funds. Since February we have in fact seen a turn in EM
sentiment, and it seems that markets are not so convinced this time that
monetary policy will offset growth fears. Between 25-80% of a year's
carry has been given up in February across the EM high yielders
(excluding TRY), according to one trader.

The carry trade had a nice ride, but that may be as good as it got until
the growth outlook brightens. The last time carry performed well was in
2016 when China's stimulus helped jump start a synchronised global
recovery. This time, many are doubting China’s propensity to boost its
economy as its main aim remains deleveraging the economy.

For the rally to continue, markets will have to show they are once again
willing to ignore economic and political realities, when they feel that
developed market central bank policy is a tailwind. Given the current
environment we see quite a tight corridor of conditions that will need to
be maintained for this EM rally to be sustained and do not see investors
being so forgiving.

If markets begin to re-price Fed hikes again and/or US/China trade talks
drag on, further slowing China growth, then this will put a lid on risk
assets, and higher volatility looks set to stay.

continued page 8

Is This The Return of The EM Goldilocks Story?
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM
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Brexit? Six weeks to the current deadline. EU parliamentary elections?
There is speculation that populist candidates could win a third of the
available seats during the election in late May. Full-year growth forecast
for the Eurozone? Down from 1.9% in November to 1.3%. Time
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi still has in office? Less
than nine months.

Against this backdrop, EPFR-tracked Europe Equity Funds posted their
second biggest outflow on record and biggest since early 3Q16 during
the second week of February and Europe Bond Funds chalked up their
24th outflow in the past 30 weeks.

Elsewhere, daily data showed investors beginning to buy into – rather
than sell into – the year-to-date rebound by US equity markets, in part
because of hopes that Sino-US trade issues are closer to a resolution and

partly because of the hardening consensus that US interest rates are on
hold. That consensus helped Mortgage Backed Bond Funds chalk up
their biggest weekly inflow on record, attract another $772 million to
Real Estate Sector Funds and extend Emerging Markets Equity and Bond
Funds current inflow streaks.

Overall, investors committed a net $8.8 billion to EPFR-tacked Bond
Funds during the seven days ending February 13 and steered another
$17 billion into Money Market Funds while redeeming $6.8 billion from
all Equity Funds and pulling over $1 billion out of Balanced Funds for the
24th time in the past 25 weeks.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, redemptions from Italy
Bond Funds climbed to their highest level since mid-2Q17 and Spain
Bond Funds recorded their ninth straight outflow while flows into Brazil
and Hong Kong Equity Funds hit 13 and 35-week highs respectively. Total
Return Bond Funds saw their longest run of inflows since 1Q16 come to
an end, Municipal Bond Funds extended their longest inflow streak since
the second half of 2Q18 and Bank Loan Funds posted outflows for the
13th straight week.

Flows to EPFR-tracked Sector Funds retained their defensive flavor
during the second week of February, with Utilities, Consumer Goods,
Real Estate, Infrastructure and Healthcare Sector Funds recording
inflows and Energy, Commodities, Technology and Financial Sector
Funds seeing between $67 million and $900 million flow out.

Technology Sector Funds remain under pressure from the growing
political consensus, especially in Europe, that they need to be more
tightly regulated and more heavily taxed. In the US, state lawmakers are
jumping on the bandwagon with California and Georgia among the
states considering new digital levies. As a result, Technology Sector
Funds have gone from the top of the list of Sector Fund groups when
ranked by flows in 2018 to third from the bottom year-to-date.

Know The Flows – Europe Funds Suffer in Mid-February as Concerns Mount
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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2019 marks an inflection point for China's bond index inclusion, as
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate confirmed to start including China
from April.

Bloomberg confirmed at the end of January that Chinese RMB-
denominated government and policy bank securities will be added to the
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index from April 2019, evenly phased
in over a 20-month period till November 2020. When fully accounted for in
the Global Aggregate Index, local currency Chinese bonds will be the
fourth-largest currency component following USD, EUR and JPY. Using data
of January 24 2019, the index would include 363 Chinese securities and
represent 6.03% of the index upon completion of the phase-in.

The AUM following the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate is USD2.5tn.
Based on this number, we expect total passive inflows of USD150.7bn upon
China’s full inclusion. Assuming the total inflows will be evenly spread and
no investors opt-out of the index, then we estimate that inflows into
China's bond market will increase by USD7.53bn per month (chart 1).

Index rebalancing is inevitable as soon as the inclusion is completely done.
Chart 2 shows the estimated outflow from each major market in the course
of the rebalancing.

Looking backward, we find that foreigners' holdings as a percentage of the
total outstanding amount of China government bonds increased sharply
over the 18-month period ended December 2018 (chart 3). Chart 4 shows
that foreign central banks' focus primarily on investments in CGBs and
policy bank notes, and to a lesser extent NCDs. As of 2018, foreign
investments in the Chinese bond market reached USD238bn, representing
2.8% of market capitalization. Among the USD238bn total foreign
investments, USD156bn were in CGBs, USD46bn were in policy bank notes
and USD26bn were in NCDs.

continued page 11

China Insight: Onshore RMB Bonds Will See USD7.53bn Monthly Passive Inflows From April
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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In regards to the CNY FX rate, we do not expect inclusion of RMB bonds in
the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index alone will have a material
impact on spot USD/CNY. After all, we have not seen any correlation
between CNY FX and the amount of China government bonds held by
foreigners during the 18-month period ended December 2018. Moreover, a
passive inflow of USD7.53bn is not that big in comparison with USD/CNY
monthly spot flows. Instead, in our view, broad-based performance of USD,
how the US-China trade talks go, and PBOC's own monetary policy will
continue to be the key determinants of the direction of USD/CNY FX.

China Insight: Onshore RMB Bonds Will See USD7.53bn Monthly Passive Inflows From April – cont’d
Back to Index Page



The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis. 

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting
patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products.

We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.

For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your
Account Manager.
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• Corrected from 279 (6 November 2018 record high) to 240 (3

January low) before attempting to resume long-term widening

• Improving studies buoy for the 260/264 zone (historic levels,

Fibonacci retracements and the significant 100DMA)

• A clearance would build momentum for 271 (27-29 November

highs, near 76.4% retrace of 279/240 fall), which guard the 279

top

• Only below 248 (31 January low) would damage immediate

widening potential and leave 240 vulnerable to a re-test

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Awaits a clearance of the 260-264 resistance zone target 271 then the 
279 record high. Stop under 248 and consider reversing on a return 
below 240

US/EU 10YR SPREAD – Resuming Broader Widening For 264 Then 271

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 295 .5 projection of 170/279 widening from 240 
R4 279 6 November 2018 record high 
R3 271 27-29 November 2018 lower highs, close to 76.4% retracement of 279/240 narrowing at 270 
R2 264 11 December 2018 lower high, also 61.8% retracement of 279/240 narrowing 
R1 260 7 December 2018 former low, also 50% retracement of 279/240 narrowing 

Support Levels 

S1 248 31 January 2019 minor higher low 
S2 240 2019 low – 3 January 
S3 233 26 March 2018 former high 
S4 220 2 April 2018 higher low 
S5 216 1 March 2018 higher low 
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• Bearish momentum off 10.0581 is dissipating, and the duration/size

of 2018’s base suggests further gains ahead

• Stochastics have unwound to near oversold levels, and fresh buyers

are now emerging near the 20/50-Week MAs

_____________________________________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

A return higher and re-test of 10.0581 is favoured in due course. Below 
9.6481/9.6339 threatens further congestion/deeper setback.

EUR/NOK – Sell-Off From December’s 10.0581 Peak Losing Momentum
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 10.1595 24 December 2008 high 
R4 10.0581 27 December 2018 high 
R3 9.9939 21 December 2017 high 
R2 9.9233 24 December 2018 low 
R1 9.8413 11 February 2019 high 

Support Levels 

S1 9.6481 31 January 2019 low, near the 4 December 2018 low at 9.6339 
S2 9.5035 8 November 2018 low 
S3 9.4166 17 October 2018 low, near the 10 July 2018 low at 9.3867 
S4 9.2973 16 October 2017 low 
S5 9.2212 25 August 2017 low 
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• Slumped from 1774 to post new 32-month lows under 637/641

(equality of 1774/1003 projected from 1406 and 76% retracement of

290/1774 rally)

• Easing weekly studies suggest risk below 579 (11/12 May 2016 lows)

to 455 (1.236 projection of 1774/1003 fall from 1406)

• Sustained weakness exposes 343 (1.382 projection of 1774/1003

from 1406), perhaps 290 (2016 base)

• Oversold daily studies suggest scope for a bounce, but former lows at 
948/1003 should limit corrective gains

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into any near-term corrective gains in anticipation of a downtrend 
extension targeting 455/392. Stop above the recent 18-month top 
trigger at 948

Baltic Dry Index – New 32-Month Lows And Risk to 455/392

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1262 8 January 2019 high 
R4 1112 18 January 2019 minor lower high 
R3 1003 20 November 2018 former low 
R2 948 6 April 2018 low – the trigger for an 18-month top 
R1 818 6 June 2017 former low 

Support Levels 

S1 579 11/12 May 2016 higher lows 
S2 455 1.236 projection of 1774/1003 from 1406 
S3 392 17 March 2016 low 
S4 343 1.382 projection of 1774/1003 from 1406 
S5 290 2016 base – 10/11 February 
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